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In this file photo Avicii performs at the MLB Fan Cave in New York City.
— AFP photos

DJ Michael Brun poses for a picture during an interview with AFP in Brooklyn,
New York.

In this file photo Jimmy Vallance of Bob Moses performs at the Outdoor Theatre
during the 2019 Coachella Valley Music And Arts Festival in Indio, California.

Women accounted for half of the Hollywood royal-
ty admitted to the Oscars-awarding film acade-
my this year, the body said Monday, with Lady

Gaga among those to be invited. The Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences issues a single round of invita-
tions annually, and has significantly boosted its female and
ethnic minority intake in recent times due to criticism over
its mainly white, male membership. The board of gover-
nors three years ago vowed to double the number of
women and non-white members by 2020, following calls
to boycott the glitzy Oscars and an angry social media
backlash under the hashtag #OscarsSoWhite.

Invitations to 842 people announced Monday included
leading women such as Claire Foy, Elisabeth Moss and
Gaga-who won a best original song statuette for “A Star Is
Born.” It is the first time an annual intake has reached 50
percent female, organizers told AFP.  Women outnumbered
men among those admitted to the traditionally male-domi-
nated director category this year, and also among writers
and producers. 

Following the latest admissions, the overall proportion
of female academy members will rise to 32 percent, from
one-quarter in 2015.  Just below one-third admitted were
people of color, meaning the Academy has already
reached its goal of doubling non-white membership-albeit
from a low bar of just eight per cent in 2015. The recruits
include “Crazy Rich Asians” director Jon Chu, “Roma”
actress Marina de Tavira, and “Black Panther” cast mem-
bers Sterling K. Brown and Letitia Wright. “Thank you
@TheAcademy you have made me really happy with this
honor,” tweeted de Tavira.

‘Less American’ 
Newcomers this year span multiple generations, from

British 23-year-old “Spider-Man” star Tom Holland to leg-
endary French actor Jean-Louis Trintignant, 88. In the
world of music, singers Adele and Annie Lennox and pro-
ducer Mark Ronson are among those selected for their
work on movie scores.  Invitations were sent to members
from 59 countries, adding to the academy’s increasingly
global flavor. The organization is “becoming less and less
American,” wrote journalist and author Mark Harris on
Twitter.

The shift “will play into acting/directing/writing
(Oscar) races in a big way in years to come,” he predicted.
The academy has drastically boosted its overall intake as it
moves to redress its gender and ethnic imbalances.
Membership was traditionally capped at around 6,000
members, but will shoot comfortably above 9,000 with the

latest inductees.  The number of new members was slightly
down on last year’s 928, but still the second-largest in the
academy’s history.

It included many members more famous for their
work away from the big screen, from TV actors such as
Moss, Foy and “Homeland” star Damian Lewis to “Gone
Girl” author Gillian Flynn. “It feels to me like the acade-
my has forgotten that its full title is the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,” wrote Hollywood
Reporter columnist Scott Feinberg. Some 21 Oscar win-
ners join the ranks this year. Those invited to join tend
to accept. — AFP

Just over a year after the death of dance music super-
star Avicii, the electronic scene is in flux, faced with
hip-hop’s dominance as the youthful party music du

jour. Artists in the once underground genre largely asso-
ciated with nightclubs and raves are branching out, toy-
ing with new features in their acts like live instrumentals
in a bid to stay fresh and win new fans. Avicii was one of
the first DJs to take electronic music mainstream, playing
to massive crowds at festivals and collaborating with pop
stars including Madonna and Coldplay. The Swede’s
untimely death at the age of 28 left a void, with many
calling Avicii EDM’s version of Kurt Cobain, the Nirvana
frontman who died at age 27.

Prior to his passing, the DJ cautioned that EDM-which
includes styles like house, techno, trance and dubstep-
must evolve to stay alive. “Since it got so big in America
the past couple of years, dance music is taking over
everywhere,” he told the London Evening Standard. “It’s
important that it keeps changing so it doesn’t become a
fad.” Now, with an eye for more musicality and perform-
ance art, many of today’s contemporary EDM artists are
shelving the higher-intensity, party-pounding beats for

more experimental work. The Canadian duo Bob Moses
has crafted a blended rock-electro style with live instru-
ments and robust vocal hooks, breaking out of the ware-
house scene they grew up in to play major festivals like
Coachella and New York’s Governors Ball.

“When we came together in the time that we did and
the place that we did-which was Brooklyn in, like, 2012
— it was all about underground dance music and ware-
house raves,” said the duo’s Tom Howie.  “That was like
super punk rock-super new and exciting.” EDM’s move
into the mainstream opened up new paths for the duo,
they say, leading them to experiment with bringing mics
and guitars into DJ booths to create a fusion sound.
Jimmy Vallance-the other half of the group-says empha-
sizing the lyrics of their songs has allowed the pair to
reach a wider audience. This way, they can “really let the
songs speak, as opposed to leading with the production,”
Vallance said.

‘Fresh and new’ 
At the influential Coachella festival this year, Russian

DJ Nina Kraviz surprised many when she transformed

her set into an audiovisual live show-one way that critics
say DJ culture can reinvent itself. As much performance
art as techno, the attention-grabbing albeit polarizing
performance saw the artist turn the stage into a furnished
living room, in which she posed in mirrors, paced and
sang along to her dreamlike beats.

French DJ Agoria has been involved in EDM since the
rise of house and techno in the late 1990s that included
the explosion of “French Touch” music, which saw acts
like Daft Punk, AIR and Cassius sweep the club scene
with disco-tinged tracks. For his new record released this
year-entitled “Drift,” for “drifting through genres and
tempos within a set”-he sought to alternate styles and
moods to shake up his sound.

“As a producer, I don’t feel like spending my days at
home doing the same loops,” he told AFP. “I wanted to do
something fresh and new.” The 43-year-old, who founded
the French electronic festival Les Nuits Sonores in Lyon,
took that quest for newness to astronomical heights last
year, collaborating with NASA to transmit music he com-
posed 12.4 lightyears into space.

‘Democratization of sound’ 
For Brooklyn-based DJ Michael Brun, EDM and hip-

hop have actually fed off and improved each other. “Hip-
hop was doing a lot of interesting things production-wise
that I think was pushing music forward,” the 27-year-old
DJ, whose unique sound blends elements of EDM genres
with styles from his native Haiti. For Brun, innovation in
dance music is currently stemming from underground
scenes outside of traditional EDM capitals like Berlin and
Ibiza, particularly in places like South Africa, whose elec-
tronic scene has exploded in recent years.

Brun says the internet has led to a “democratization of
sound.” “People put a little hint of their culture in, and it
makes it evolve and become something else,” he said.
“It’s such a good time to be an artist right now; you can
pretty much do anything you want. As long as it’s honest
to yourself, you will find a fan base somewhere.” — AFP

In this photo Lady Gaga speaks onstage during Pride
Live’s 2019 Stonewall Day in New York City. — AFP 

British rapper Stormzy, real name Michael Omari Owuo Jr,
performs on the Pyramid Stage on the third day of the
Glastonbury Festival of Music and Performing Arts. — AFP

Michael Jackson fan clubs are set to sue two
alleged child abuse victims of Michael Jackson in
a French court this week over their claims in the

recent HBO documentary “Leaving Neverland”. Today’s
hearing will take place at a court in the northern city of
Orleans where the Michael Jackson Community, the MJ
Street and On The Line groups will begin proceedings
against the men they accuse of sullying the image of the
late singer.  The four-hour documentary broadcast on US
channel HBO focuses on testimony by James Safechuck,
41, and Wade Robson, 36, who recount separate but con-
sistent accounts of how their idol molested them as boys
at his Neverland Ranch in California.

The two-part film, which was released in March, broke
streaming records and prompted the Jackson family to sue
for $100 million (88 million euros).  The French lawyer act-
ing for the fan groups, Emmanuel Ludot, called the allega-
tions “extremely serious” and likened them to “a genuine
lynching” of Jackson, who died in 2009.  Under French law,
sullying the image of a dead person is a criminal offence,
unlike in Britain or America where libel and defamation
laws do not offer this protection.

The fan clubs are seeking symbolic damages of one
euro each. Ludot had previously successfully sued
Jackson’s doctor Conrad Murray for causing distress to
his fans by giving the US pop legend the drugs that killed
him. Five Jackson fans won symbolic damages of one
euro each in 2014 after the court in Orleans agreed they
had suffered “emotional damage” from the pop star’s
death, but the ruling was seen as legally dubious by
experts. A number of radio stations,  from Australia to
Canada have stopped playing Jackson’s music after the
HBO documentary was aired, and the creators of “The
Simpsons” also shelved one of the animated series’ clas-
sic episodes because it featured Jackson’s voice.  Jackson
died in 2009 aged 50 from an overdose of the anaesthet-
ic propofol while under Murray’s care, as the “King of
Pop” rehearsed in Los Angeles for a series of comeback
concerts in London. — AFP

British grime star Stormzy apologized Monday for
erroneously saying he was the first black British
artist to headline Glastonbury music festival on

Friday. The rapper, real name Michael Omari, apologized
on social media to Skin, the lead singer of Skunk Anansie,
after she noted that she had headlined the famous event
with her rock band in 1999. “No disrespect intended I’m
very sorry my apologies! Thank you for paving the way -
love (and) respect,” Stormzy wrote on Instagram. The
furor erupted over the weekend after the 25-year-old
claimed on Twitter that he was “the first black British artist
to headline Glastonbury”.

Skin, real name Deborah Anne Dyer, rebutted his claims
in an Instagram post, writing “sorry Stormzy but we beat
you to it in 1999!” She also noted her appreciation for the
south London-born grime star, adding: “You’re amazing
and we’re all very proud”. Stormzy is a cult figure in the
British grime scene, which blends Jamaican dancehall and
hip hop for a pulsating, hard-edged sound that first elec-
trified London nearly two decades ago. Meanwhile British
rockers Skunk Anansie formed in 1994, disbanded in 2001
and then reformed in 2009 — and are currently on tour in
Europe.— AFP

Some 400 years of depictions of the Moon, particular-
ly via photography, are going on display at New
York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art ahead of the 50th

anniversary of the Apollo 11 landing. The Met will unveil its
“Apollo’s Muse: The Moon in the Age of Photography” on
Wednesday, approximately two weeks before of the five-
decade mark since the 1969 space trip that landed the first
two people on Earth’s satellite.

Visitors however, are not limited to the recent past. On
display will be works dating as far back as 1610, when
Galileo etched the giant glowing body in a book of astro-
nomical observations. “The Moon has always been an
object of both science and art, observation and imagina-
tion,” said exhibit curator Mia Fineman, during a press
presentation.  The Moon has been photographed since the
medium’s earliest days, and in 1840 American John William
Draper made the first daguerreotype-an early version of

the photo using silver-plated copper. 
“The fascination with the Moon and the development

of photography were linked and connected from the very
beginning of this particular medium,” said Met Director
Max Hollein. Special telescopes were developed with the
sole purpose of photography and astrophotography
became a trend in its own right. As snapshots of the Moon
grew ever more precise, they circulated among the general
public, increasing its mystique while bringing it up close
and in person for many for the first time.

At the turn of the 20th century, Maurice Loewy and
Pierre Henri Puiseux’s “Photographic Atlas of the Moon”
marked a turning point. From 1894 to 1908, the pair metic-
ulously charted the Moon from the Paris Observatory,
home to the most powerful telescope in the world at the
time.  The entirety of their work has been reproduced for
the first time for a museum at the Met.

“Without photography, they wouldn’t have been able
to land a space craft on the Moon,” said Fineman. “They
needed to understand the geography to find a landing
site.”

Moon photos such as those on display at the Met have
fueled the imagination of not only the public, but also
artists, novelists painters and poets, providing the inspira-
tion for such works as early French filmmaker Georges
Melies’ 1902 iconic short film “A Trip to the Moon.”

“It’s our closest celestial companion,” Fineman said of
the Moon. “It’s the only other planet that we can see clear-
ly with the naked eye. And so it’s something that’s both
near and far, both constant and changing. It’s a paradox.”
The exhibit is open through September 22. — AFP

People look at a drawing by Etienne Leopold Trouvelot called
“Total Eclipse of the Sun” (1882) on July 1, 2019, part of a
new exhibition by the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York, to open today, called “Apollo’s Muse: The Moon in the
Age of Photography”. — AFP
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